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Abstract 

The scaling behavior of deep inelastic single-particle inclusive electropro- 

duction (or neutrino production) expected from the parton model has been given 

by Drell and Yan as v 3 g&2 when the observed hadron has a finite fraction of the 

virtual photon’s laboratory momentum. Although Drell and Yan give the correct 

scaling behavior with their choice of variables, we show that with variables more 

appropriate experimentally, the proper scaling is v2”;“v2. Recent data previously 

thought inconsistent with the parton model are now found to be in agreement, 

which is especially important since scaling in this kinematic region cannot be 

predicted from a light-cone analysis. 
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Single particle inclusive electroproduction (or neutrino production) in the deep 

inelastic region provides several interesting features: (i) an extra variable (Q2) 

not found in hadronic reactions, (ii) a combination of the Bjorken scaling limit 

with Feynman scaling or limiting fragmentation, and (iii) a kinematic region 

accessible to parton and not light-cone anglysis. In the parton model, the scaling 

behavior has been derived by Drell and Y an’ using field theory with a transverse 

momentum cut-off. 

The kinematic variables and structure functions for spin-averaged inelastic 

electron scattering with the detection of the final electron plus one hadron (P,) 

are given by Drell and Yan as follows: 

Q2=-q2 > 0 v =P.q/M v1 = PI* q/M1 K~ = P* P,/M 

d4 (T 
2 dQ dv d KIdvI 

9e2 cos2 ( 8 /2) + 2 “3/i sin2 (0 /2) 1 (1) 

where E is the incident energy and E ‘, 8 are the energy and angle of the scat- 

tered electron in the laboratory system. (The azimuthal angle of the hadron is 

integrated over. ) The kinematic region of deep inelastic scattering where the 

observed hadron in the laboratory system has a finite fraction (denoted as z) of 

the virtual photon’s momentum (equal to laboratory energy in the Bj limit) is 

best described as the parton fragmentation region, l-5 i e . . , 

v,Q2 2Mv 1 K1 Mu 1 1 1 
-00, w =- 

Q2 
finite, zi- fy finite, u1 = ~lv = -- +ol 

9 WW 1 0 v 

(The Feynman scaling variable z is also the ratio of momentum of the hadron to 

that of the parton struck by the photon in the parton-photon Breit frame2 or of 

the hadron to its maximum momentum in the center-of-mass frame. ) 
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The scaling behavior in the parton fragmentation region is derived by Drell 

and Yan to be: 

lbBjMv29$ = gl(w, wl, ul) = a(?+ &) T FlI(“)f&) 

1i.m 
B j 

v3w2 = g2(w, WI’ Ul) = q1 + &-) c F2A(W)fh(W) 

with spin-l/2 partons implying: 

g1 (w, WI, Ul) = f w g2<w, 019 q) - 

1 
The delta function in Eq. (2) and (3) which equates u1 and - - results from 

WWl 
the finite bound imposed on the transverse momenta. Actually, the finite quan- 

1 tities u1 and -- 
wwl 

are only approximately equal in the parton fragmentation 

region; their difference is of order l/v, i.e., 

u +-=-- 
1 ) 0 

+o -L 
V2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Consequently, u1 and -2 
wwl 

are not appropriate variables experimentally, 

since their difference, which expresses one of the kinematic degrees of freedom, 

vanishes as v -co . A better choice of variables would be Pt and z z -?- , in 
w1 

terms of which the scaling behavior is easily seen to be (removing the v from the 

delta function) 697: 

limBj M2 v G&Q1 = Fl(w, Z, Pt) (5) 

1in-l 
Bj 

M v2.gt 2 = F 2 w, z, p2 I (6) 
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This scaling behavior is equivalent to the 
3 

scaling of LE d , since: 
CJ d3p 

( 1 )” d2&,Q2) = 
CFV t Q2 ' '1 dpLdPlz Mlv W2 (7) 

@here o(v, Q2) and v W2 are the total cross section and scaling structure function, 

respectively, for virtual photon-hadron scattering. (The relation from spin-l/2 

partons has been used to eliminate 9Kl and Wl. ) Thus, the above choice of vari- 

ables also demonstrates the equivalence of Feynman scaling or limiting fragmen- 

tation and Drell-Yan scaling in the parton fragmentation region. The light-cone 

formalism, which, like the other two, predicts lim 
B j 

Mu2 9&2 = F2(w, ul, Pt) in 

the proton fragmentation region, cannot predict scaling in the parton fragmenta- 

tion region. 

Recent data8 taken in the parton fragmentation region for a limited range of 

Pt and fixed w were thought to be inconsistent with Drell-Yan scaling because 

a plot of v3 “/t; versus l/w 1 did not exhibit scaling (Fig. la). However, as shown 

above, the correct experimental test of Drell-Yan scaling for a range of Pt is a 

plot of v 2w2 versus l/wl. Graphed in this way, the data are consistent with the 

scaling predictions of the parton model (Fig. lb). 

One of us (EWC) would like to thank his colleagues at SLAC, especially Pro- 

fessor S. Drell and Dr. J. Cleymans, for numerous helpful discussions. 
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Figure Captions 

l(a). A plot of v39ti2 versus l/w1 taken from reference (8). 

(b). A plot of M v 29t2 versus l/al for the same data. 
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